
 

February 9, 2023 

 

Honorable Chair Helm and Members of the House Committee on Agriculture, Land Use, Natural 

Resources, and Water 

900 Court St. NE 

Salem, OR 97301 

 

Re: Statement from Wildlands Network in support of HB 2999 

 

Dear Chair Helm and Members of the House Committee on Agriculture, Land Use, Natural 

Resources, and Water: 

 

My name is Colin Reynolds, and I am the Oregon Project Manager for Wildlands Network. As 

an organization invested in this effort to improve habitat connectivity since the first wildlife 

corridor bill was passed in 2019, we are pleased to support HB 2999. The bill would strengthen 

the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) wildlife-vehicle collision (WVC) reduction 

program and invest $5 million in the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife’s (ODFW) efforts to 

support wildlife mobility and habitat connectivity through an appropriation to the Oregon 

Conservation and Recreation Fund (OCRF). 

 

For thirty years, Wildlands Network has been a conservation leader specializing in restoring and 

protecting wildlife’s ability to move across connected landscapes through science-based research 

and innovative policy. Within Oregon, our organization was active in developing and advocating 

for the 2019 passage of HB 2834, which gave rise to Oregon’s Wildlife Corridor Action Plan. 

More recently, in 2022, Wildlands Network advocated for the Oregon legislature to set aside 

$7,000,000 into the Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Fund to fund projects that reduce 

wildlife-vehicle collisions and improve habitat connectivity for wildlife. 

 

In this current legislative session, we are advocating for passage of HB 2999, which would 

provide $5 million for ODFW to carry out needed projects identified in its Oregon Connectivity 

Assessment and Mapping Project (OCAMP). These projects will decrease habitat fragmentation 

for iconic Oregon species and, in some cases, simultaneously reduce WVCs. Additionally, the 

bill would clarify ODOT’s reporting requirements to the legislature for its WVC reduction 

program, which will ensure that Oregon has a clear implementation timeline and strategy for 

reducing WVCs and improving public safety on our roadways. Lastly, the funding made 

available by this bill could help leverage available federal grant dollars and empower agencies 

and organizations to submit proposals to the OCRF to carry out projects supporting wildlife 

mobility and habitat connectivity. HB 2999 builds upon years of collaborative, bipartisan, and 

public and private efforts to increase public safety on our roadways and restore habitat for 

wildlife. We ask that our lawmakers continue to support these efforts by passing HB 2999.  

 

Now, more than ever, we need to rethink how our infrastructure can better serve people and 

wildlife. The U.S. Department of Transportation has estimated that motorists collide with over 1 

million large animals each year, and for wildlife, the figures are much bleaker.i Each year in the 

U.S., roughly 365 million vertebrates (the equivalent of the entire U.S. human population) die 

from vehicle strikes.ii Beyond these deadly collisions, linear infrastructure like roads and fencing 



 

fragment the landscape and create barriers to wildlife movement, threatening the long-term 

viability of many species by endangering their ability to maintain robust and genetically diverse 

populations and reducing their ability to adapt to climate change. The Oregon Conservation 

Strategy also identifies barriers to animal movement as a large-scale threat to many species, 

habitats, and people.iii For example, habitat fragmentation in Oregon has contributed to mule 

deer population declines across most of the state’s Wildlife Management Units and in some 

cases, the declines were over 50%.iv  

 

HB 2999 would directly address barriers to wildlife movement by giving ODFW the resources to 

pursue projects within the priority wildlife connectivity areas identified in OCAMP. Projects that 

encourage wildlife-friendly fencing, repair or expand culverts, and construct wildlife crossing 

infrastructure can help mitigate these barriers. In Oregon, we have already seen the beneficial 

results of properly-sited wildlife crossings. At an existing mule deer crossing under Hwy 97 at 

Lava Butte and South Century Drive, ODFW observed 29 other species using the crossing.v 

Mule deer are one of the strategy species included in OCAMP,vi so the projects that ODFW 

carries out with this funding have the potential to benefit Oregon’s large, iconic game mammals 

and a whole host of other species that will simultaneously benefit from crossings and corridors 

for those larger mammals. 

 

The projects also have the potential to reduce WVCs. In addition to the ecological benefits that 

wildlife crossing infrastructure and habitat connectivity projects provide, crossings are equally 

important for increasing public safety and reducing WVCs and their associated costs. Oregon 

drivers face the highest likelihood of colliding with wildlife on the road when compared to other 

west coast states.vii Between 2014 and 2018, ODOT reported that WVCs caused an average of 

453 injuries and 2.2 deaths annually.viii In 2022, ODOT reported 4,874 WVCs involving deer, 

elk, antelope, bear, and cougar.ix Unfortunately, this figure is likely much higher in reality, as 

multiple studies conclude that half or two-thirds of large mammal WVCs go unreported.x Some 

of the newest research shows that WVC-related vehicle damage, medical expenses, and the lost 

hunting value of the deceased animal involved brings the average cost of a deer collision to 

$16,967, and an elk collision is $56,782.xi After multiplying those costs by the total number of 

deer and elk collisions each year in Oregon, the total expense of WVCs with those two animals is 

$91.7 million, and considering the actual figures are likely two to three times higher, the WVC 

issue within the state requires urgent attention.xii 

 

Luckily WVCs and the cost associated with them can be reduced through properly-sited wildlife 

crossing infrastructure with associated fencing. For example, the highway 97 crossings reduced 

WVCs in the area by more than 90%.xiii Decreased collisions equate to decreased costs, and 

ODFW expects these crossings to pay for themselves in just 10 to 12 years.xiv With the lifespan 

of a crossing estimated at 50 to 75 years, the project should continue to pay dividends well into 

the future.xv Due to all these factors, ODFW called the crossing “an obvious win for both wildlife 

and the traveling public,” and Wildlands Network could not agree more, which is why we are 

excited about HB 2999’s $5 million investment in the ODFW efforts to support wildlife mobility 

and habitat connectivity.xvi 

   

Providing state funds for this work is also incredibly timely, given the influx of federal dollars 

available for wildlife crossing and habitat connectivity projects that require non-federal matching 



 

dollars. For example, the first year of grantees under the America the Beautiful grant challenge 

collectively received $91 million to carry out habitat restoration projects,xvii which included 

projects that reconnect wildlife corridors and large landscapes. ODFW was successful in 

securing one of these grants, leveraging an additional 2,787,700 in federal dollars for habitat 

restoration work in Jackson County, Oregon.xviii This grant program is just one of at least 15 

other federal grant programs stemming from the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act that can 

help pay for habitat connectivity and wildlife crossing infrastructure projects.xix Passing HB 2999 

and providing an additional $5 million for ODFW could allow the agency to apply to these grant 

programs and bring more federal dollars to Oregon.  

    

Wildlands Network commends the legislature for its previous work addressing habitat 

fragmentation and WVCs, and we ask that it continue to support this work by passing HB 2999. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this important issue. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Colin Reynolds 

Oregon Project Manager 

 

 

 

 

Erin Sito 

U.S. Public Policy Director 
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